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Read the following stems and answer the following questions:   

1. Rohan is a pious man. He performs all the religious activities properly. He tries to follow the Sunnat of Prophet (SM). 

Because he believes that who follow the path of Prophet (SM) he will get the favors of request of Prophe (SM)t in the 

life hereafter. On the other hand Mr. X does not care the order of Allah and His Rasul (SM).He things that we should 

enjoy our life in this world. Nothing will happen in the next life. After observing the activities of Mr. X, his father Mr. 

Kasim told, your idea is totally wrong. He also told that "All of our activities will be measured in the next life and we will 

cross a bridge depending on our activities".      

 a) What is "Shafaat"? 1 

 b) "The field of Hashar is a place of horrible hardship" ― Explain. 2 

 c) Belief in which important subject of next life reflected by the activities of Rohan .Explain  3 

 d) Analyze the opinion of Mr. Kasim after identifying the lacking of belief of Mr. X. 4 
 

2. Mr.S and Mr.Q are two friends.  When Mr.S meets with Mr.Q he tells some ill words of other friends who are not present 

there. On the other hand, Mr.Q is a very floppier boy .He does not like to do any hard work. He likes to lead luxurious 

life. His teacher advices him and told him, "You should seeking sustenance in a legitimate way because it is an 

additional Farz wark after the other Earz".       

a) What is called Bribery? 1 

b) Why is Jealousy haram in Islam? Explain  2 

c) Which attribute of Akhalq-e-Zamima is reflected in the activity of Mr.S? Explain.   3 

d) Evaluate the teacher's advice after identifying the character of Mr.Q.  4 
 

3. Mr. Arif is a science teacher. He tries his best for the development of his students. So, he follows some greatest 

scientists and Muslim scholars. Among his followed scholars, one is very famous who was an adherent of Neo-

Platonism. He also told that science is not maintainable without Mathematics. Mr. Manik is a Geography teacher. For 

enriching his knowledge he follows a Muslim Geographer who drew the map of the world. He also wrote an article on 

earthquake in 955 A.C. Mr. Afjal, a principal of a college told him, "If you study the life styles of the Muslim scholars 

more it will help you to be a successful teacher”.     

a) What is Al-Suffah?  1 

b) "Bukhari Sharif as the most authentic book in the whole world next to Al-Quran".  Explain 2 

c) Which scientist was followed by Mr. Arif for enriching his knowledge? Explain.  3 

d) Analyze the comment of Mr. Afjal after identifying the scientist followed by Mr. Manik.  4 
 

4. Tuhin told his Friend Sajid about a Hadith of Prophet (SM).Teaching of that Hadith remove the discrimination of land, age, 

race, colour, rich and poor black and white etc. Arab and Non-Arab all are brothers unto themselves as per the 

Hadith. On the other hand, Sajid told Tuhin that there is a Hadith of Prophet (SM) which Hadith makes us clear what 

is the duty of us as we are the best creation of Allah.That  Hadith also make us dutiful to the other creations of Allah. 

After that he mentions the Hadith below.   

  
 a) What is Farz- i -Ain?  1 

 b) Write the Two principles of Qiyas. 2 

 c) Teaching of which Hadith reflected by the opinion of Tuhin? Explain.  3 

 d) Analyze the teaching of mentioning Hadith in the stem by Sajid.   4 
 

5. Mr. Harun is a highly educated person. He has much scope to do the illegal and immoral activities. But he never done it.  

One of his friends asked him, “What things help you to be moral?” He answered that high education and the knowledge 

of the holy Quran and the Hadith help me. Mr. X is the son of a rich person. Yesterday he was caught by the police at 

the time of making plan of bomb blast for killing some persons in the name of Jihad. Mr. Taher, an Imam told him, “Your 

idea is totally wrong. Bloody activity has no place in the Islam. Your activity is contradicted with Jihad.”   

a) Who is learner? 1 

b) "I have not but been sent as a teacher"? Explain.  2 

c) Impact of which important thing is reflected by the activities of Mr. Harun? Explain.  3 

d) Analyze the opinion of Mr. Taher after identifying the activity of Mr. X.  4 



 

6. Tomal is a president of an organization. When he faces any problems, he tries to solve it by taking the opinion of 

majority. He thinks that it is the best way of Islam to solve the problems. On the other hand, 'Tigar' is a very careless 

person about drinking and eating. He eats and drinks anything whether it is permitted or forbidden by Allah and His 

Rasul (Sm). After knowing it an Alim advices him, "You should be careful about eating and drinking, because it has a 

great impact in human life".   

a) What is Mustahab? 1 

b) “Whatever the Muslim prefer, that is preferable to Allah also.” Explain the Hahith. 2 

c) What important source of Shariat is expressed by the activities of Tomal? Explain.  3 

d) Analyze the advice of Alim and find out impact of which things reflected in the activities of Tigar .  4 

 

7.    Mr. Mahtab is a lecturer of a Madrasha. He invites people to the path of Allah. One day, when he returned home from 

Bazar, he saw some people was beating a person unjustly. Mr. Mahtab forbade them and advised them in the light of 

Quran and Hadith. On the other hand Mr. Sadiq is a Religious minded person.  He always tries to rectify and purify 

himself. He tries to keep his mind free from evil thinking. After observing his activities Mr. Sahabul, an Alim told him 

that "It is the best way to success. That person is unfortunate who fail to control himself".     

 a) What is called Frugality”? 1 

 b) Explain the way of “Nahi Anil Munkar”? 2 

 c) Which important issue of Islam is reflected by the activities of Mr. Mahtab? Explain 3 

 d) Analyze the comment of Mr. Sahabul after identifying the activities of Mr. Sadiq. 4 
 

8. Mr. Galib is a teacher. One day he discusses in his class about a Muslim Scholar whose title is Ameerul Muminin fil 

Hadith Who wrote an authentic book which is acceptable next to Al-Quran. On the other hand Mr. Ranu as a 

Mathematics teacher he advised to his students to study of some great Scholars of Mathematics. Among them one is 

called the father of Mathematics. He is also the explorer of Aljebra. Another is very famous for writing the book on 

Arithmetic and Astronomy. He also regarded as a Mathematician of the first rate.    

 a) What is the full name of Imam Ghazzali (R)? 1 

 b) Who is called the father of Fiqh?  Why? 2 

 c) About which Muslim Scholar Mr. Galib told to his students? Explain his remarkable contribution.  3 

 d) Analyze the contribution of those Mathematicians told by Mr. Ranu after identifying them. 4 
 

9. Mr. Azad told his friend Mr. Nasir about a Knowledge which is adorable. This type of knowledge brings success in this 

life and the life hereafter. On the other hand Mr. Nasir told Mr. Azad every collector of knowledge should possesses 

some qualities. He also told that "Who collect the Knowledge are fond of imitation".   

 a) What is Ilm? 1 

 b) Explain the kinds of Jihad. 2 

 c) Which important type of Ilm is reflected by the speech of Mr. Azad? Explain 3 

 d) Analyze the last comment of Mr. Nasir after identifying his mentioning topic. 4 
 

10.  Rubel and Roton are the leading persons of their respective area. They both are very careful about the welfare of mass 

people. Rubel aware the peoples not to cut the trees unnecessary, rather he influences them to plant more trees. Roton 

is also very careful about the development of the people of his locality. So, he aware the peoples about the benefits of 

trade and commences. If anyone can do it with honesty he will be successes in the both life. He also told that "The 

faithful traders will be rewarded by the Great Allah".           

a) What is called 'Qiyas'? 1 

b) Why should a man take the Halal and pure things of the earth? Explain  2 

c) Teaching of which Hadith is reflected by the activity of Rubel? Explain.   3 

d) Evaluate the last statement of Roton after identifying the Hadith which is reflected by his activities.  4 
 

11.  Mr. Mafik is a famous Doctor. He follows the ideology of some renowned Muslim Doctor. He followed a Doctor whose 

surgical operation technique was superior to that of the Greeks. He also wrote a book on small-pox. On the other 

hand Mr. Talib keeps himself aloof from eating and buying of beef for one year as a cow was stolen in his locality. He 

follows a great scholar who also done the same. That person was the designer of the science of Fiqh. Mr. Nafis, a 

teacher of Talib told him that" The quality of that Scholar is very famous for the devotion to worship".    

 a) What is the full name of Jabir Ibn Hayyan”? 1 

 b) Who is called Hujjatul Islam? Why? Explain 2 

 c) Ideology of which famous Doctor followed by Mr. Mafik? Explain 3 

 d) Analyze the opinion of Mr. Nafis after identifying that great Scholar who was followed by Mr. Talib.  4 
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1. What is the Arabic name of terrorism? 

 a) Jihad  b) Irhab  c) Julum  d) Riba  

2. At what age did Imam Bukhari (R) memorized Al-Quran? 

 a) 4 b) 5  c) 6  d) 7  

3.  With Akhirat we have to belief in ―  

 i) Tawhid  ii) Risalat  iii) Nifaq   

 Which one is correct? 

 a) i b) i and ii c) ii and iii d) i, ii and iii  

4.  What is the meaning of the word "Hajati"?  

 a) near b) favours c) day  d) need  

Read the following passage and answer the question no. 5 and 6. 

Mathematics is regarded as the base of science. The 

contributions of Al-Khawarizmi, Ibn Haitham, Omar Khayyam, 

Nasiruddin Tusi have acquired fame in mathematics. 

5. Which book is read as a text book in European Universities? 

 a) Kitab-Al-Manazir   

 b) Kitab-Al-Zabr  

 c) Hisab-Al-Zabr wa Al-Muqabalah  

 d) Kitab-Al-Mansur  

6. Besides mathematics Omar Khayyam wrote on---- 

 i) Astronomy ii) Philosophy  iii) History 

   Which one is correct? 

a) i      b)ii     c) ii & iii     d) i, ii & iii   

7. Who wrote the book 'Kulliat'?   

 a) Ibn Sina b) Al- Kindi c) Ibn Rushd d) Al- Biruni 

8.  "They have also firm belief in Akhirat" ― where it is said? 

 a) Sura An-Nisa b) Sura Al-Baqara  

 c) Sura Al- Imran  d) Sura Al-Mayida 

9. The Khulafa (R) used to seek solution of any new problem 

through ―  

 i) Al - Quran  ii) Hadith  iii) Ijma  

 Which one is correct? 

 a) i  b) ii  c) ii and iii d) i, ii and iii 

10. Who wrote "Mujamul Buldan"?   

 a) Al-masudi   b) Al-Muqaddasi  

 c) Ibn Khaldeen  d) Yakul Ibn Abdullah  

11. Who wrote "Qanun Fit Tib"?   

 a) Ibn Rushd   b) Al-Kindi  

 c) Ibn Sina  d) Jabir Ibn Hayyan  

12. What is the meaning of the word "Zuhd"?   

 a) abstinence b) Sincerity c) patience d) prater  

13. Where it is said ― He who cheats does not belong to our 

folk?  

 a) Bukhari b) Muslim c) Tirmizi d) Nasaye 

Read the following passage and answer the question no. 14 

and 15. 

Noman and Abir are colleagues. Noman has a good fame in the 

office because of his performance. But Abir cannot endure 

Noman at all.   

14. Which is expressed in Abir's behavior?   

 a) Greed b) Pride  c) Jealousy  d) Anger 

 

15. The result of Abir's behavior is ―   

 i) His good deeds will be destroyed 

 ii) Allah will not forgive him  

 iii) He will be an adviser  

 Which one is correct? 

 a) i b) i and ii c) i and iii  d) i, ii and iii   

16. Whose dignity is great to Allah? 

 a) Gazi b) Shahids  c) Muztahids d) Patriots  

17. "Every living being must experience the test of death" -where 

is it said?  

 a) An-Nesa-185 b) Baqara-165  

 c) An-Noor-185  d) Al-i-Imran-185 

18. How many knowledge seekers were in the Masjid-i- Nababi ? 

  

 a) 50 b) 60 c) 70 d) 80  

19. What does Halal food create in the human mind?  

 a) Belief in Allah b) Attraction  

 c) Noor  d) Fear of Allah 

20. How many times did Abu Hanifa (R) finish Tilawat-e-Qunan 

in every Ramadan?  

 a) 51  b) 61 c) 71 d) 81 

21. Which specialty of Imam Bukhari (R)struck with awe others ? 

  

 a) nafl salat  b) keen memory  

 c) hadith  d) Bukhari sharif 

22. How many Jihads did prophet (Sm) participate directly and 

indirectly in his life time?   

 a) One hundred  b) Two hundreds  

 c) Three hundreds  d) four hundreds 

23. Who was first present the idea of gravitation?   

 a) Al-Khawarizmi  b) Al-Qashi  

 c) Hasan Ibn Haitham  d) Jabir Ibn Hayyan 

24. What is the meaning of the word "Garsan" ?  

 a) bird b) plants  c) crop  d) tree 

25. Who was the greatest Sufi philosopher of all ages?   

 a) Al-Razi   b) Ibn Sina  

 c) Jabin Tabari   d) Imam Gazzali  

26. Al-Kindi wrote on ―   

 i) Almanac  ii) Astronomy  iii) Chemistry  

 Which one is correct? 

 a) i  b) i and ii c) ii and iii  d) i, ii and iii 

27. Through the education a person can be ―   

 i) honest  ii) chaste  iii) patriotic 

 Which one is correct? 

 a) i  b) i and ii c) ii and iii  d) i, ii and iii 

28. What is the meaning of the word 'Shukr'?   

 a) Sincerity b) gratitude c) patience d) reliance  

29. Which is the heinous financial crime?   

 a) Fitna b) Terrorism  c) Riba d) Brokery 

30. What was the father of Hazrat Abu Hanifa (R)?   

 a) Sahabi  b) Tabiyi c) Tabay Tabiyin  d) Muttaqi 

  


